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Project Manager's Spotlight on Change ManagementJossey-Bass, 2005
Clear-Cut Ways to Manage Inevitable Project Changes
     
     If you're a     typical project manager, you're probably aware of the importance of change     management but may not have the time or expertise to develop a full-blown plan.     Here's a quick and practical guide to applying the disciplines of proven change...
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Windows Server 2019 Automation with PowerShell Cookbook: Powerful ways to automate and manage Windows administrative tasks, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		A practical guide to Windows Server 2019 and PowerShell

	
		Key Features

		
			Use PowerShell to effectively configure and administer Windows Server 2019
	
			Improve the performance of new features such as DevOps and containers using PowerShell
	
			Enhance PowerShell's...
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Professional ASP.NET MVC 1.0 (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
The ASP.NET MVC framework is designed from the ground up with certain core principles in mind-extensibility, testability, and separation of concerns. The framework adds various conventions into the mix to help drive developers into the "Pit of Success," providing for a streamlined development experience that fits the way the web works....
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Team Leadership in the Game IndustryCourse Technology PTR, 2009
Team Leadership in the Game Industry arms you with the information you need to face and meet the challenges of finding, supporting, and retaining a talented team of employees. Specifically addressing the unique needs of managers in the game industry, this book recognizes a common issue: game development teams consisting of talented specialists...
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Manly StatesColumbia University Press, 2000

	One of the achievements of feminist contributions to international relations

	has been to reveal the extent to which the whole field is gendered.

	1 The range of subjects studied, the boundaries of the discipline, its

	central concerns and motifs, the content of empirical research, the assumptions

	of theoretical models, and the...
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Adrenaline and the Inner World: An Introduction to Scientific Integrative MedicineThe Johns Hopkins University, 2006

	This accessible work is the first in more than seventy-five years to discuss the many roles of adrenaline in regulating the "inner world" of the body. David S. Goldstein, an international authority and award-winning teacher, introduces new concepts concerning the nature of stress and distress across the body's regulatory...
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Selling Online with Drupal e-Commerce: Walk through the creation of an online store with Drupal's e-Commerce modulePackt Publishing, 2008
Drupal is a free and open-source modular web application framework and content management system (CMS) written in PHP that can run in many environments, including Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, and FreeBSD. Drupal e-Commerce is a free, open-source, feature-rich, flexible package of modules that seamlessly adds full e-Store capabilities to Drupal....
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Bottlenecks: Aligning UX Design with User PsychologyApress, 2017

	Learn the psychological constrictions of attention, perception, memory, disposition, motivation, and social influence that determine whether customers will be receptive to your digital innovations.


	Bottlenecks: Aligning UX Design with User Psychology fills a need for entrepreneurs, designers, and marketing...
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IT Portfolio Management: Unlocking the Business Value of TechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
This book provides a pragmatic, step-by-step road map, describing IT portfolio
management and its major elements. Chapter 1 provides an overview of IT
portfolio management. Chapter 2 describes the planning aspects of IT portfolio
management. It explains the IT portfolio management maturity model and the
key people, process, and...
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Computer Science & Artificial IntelligenceNational Academy Press, 1997
The Panel on Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence was established in early 1992 by the Naval
Studies Board (NSB) of the National Research Council in response to a request from the Naval Research
Laboratory (NRL). The NRL called on the NSB to establish a panel of experts in the fields of computer science
and artificial...
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Micronutrients and HIV Infection (Modern Nutrition)CRC Press, 2001

	Analogous to other infections, evidence suggests that improved micronutrient intake may reduce HIV transmission and progression, as well as morbidity from common and opportunistic infections. This is important information, considering many in the world's HIV-infected population do not yet have access to anti-retroviral drugs....
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Programming Microsoft SQL Server 2008 (PRO-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2008

	Written by industry professionals who have been working with SQL Server 2008 since the earliest code, this reference expertly covers the programming fundamentals for SQL Server 2008 with crucial real-world context and extensive code samples.

	

	Get the hands-on programming instruction, practical examples, and best practices you...
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